the briggs
& riley event
Performance, style, and
a lifetime guarantee.

LEVEL 1

Verb Relay Convertible Brief
Carry all your essentials and digital devices in either professional
brief mode, or unzip the back panel to reveal backpack straps for a
more casual, comfortable look.

Sympatico Weekender
This Weekender is perfect for packing absolutely everything you
need for that extended stay.

Verb Activate Backpack
This backpack has enough room for a full day’s activities
and features an organizer section to protect and secure all your
devices and business essentials.

Baseline Cabin Duffle
The deluxe travel tote is designed to carry everything you need in
an easy-pack, organized way.

Verb Dispatch Messenger
Afternoon appointments or after-hour fun, this messenger bag
organizes your laptop, files and a wide array of digital devices.

Sympatico Shopping Tote
The Shopping Tote completes your travel arsenal by offering a
stylish and easily accessible place to keep all your of essentials on
hand, with room to spare.

LEVEL 2

BRX Explore Domestic Expandable Upright
Luggage designed for the urban maverick who takes
packing light seriously. Built to maximum carry-on dimensions,
with capacity to grow.

BRX Explore International Wide-body Spinner
A lightweight carry-on with four double swivel wheels for effortless
360° navigation and in a short-and-wide configuration favored by
International travelers.

Transcend Rolling Cabin Bag
Ideal for all kinds of travel, the Transcend Rolling Cabin Bag keeps
you mobile while storing all your essentials.

@Work Medium Backpack
Remain highly mobile and professionally polished with
this medium-sized backpack.

Baseline Framed Weekender
This Baseline Framed Weekender holds anything and quickly snaps
open for easy packing and access to contents.

Perfect solution for individual rewards,
international destinations or anywhere
you want to give the best!

Interactive. Our custom
website tailored just for you.

Dependable. We ship your
order safely and on time.

Cost effective. Get the
most for your customers.

Turnkey. Less
stress, more results.

Motivate your customers by giving them the power to select a gift at their own leisure. Never has it been so easy
to show your appreciation for the people you value. With a customizable website, a dedicated staff, and brands that
turn heads —The Event Card is sure to be a hit at your next event.

event card packaging

Turn heads. Give a personal touch by sending your Event
Card with a special message.
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